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War Gam�e-XI 
The Defense Against a Landing Body 

By Lieut. Guido von Horvath 

T HE principles of the offensive and the defensive 
tactics remain the same, no matter what kind of an 

action is considered. One party will attempt to force 
its will on the other. Against this attempt the second 
party will offer its best resistance. If this proves to 
be successful, the second party will undoubtedly under
take the same action to which he has just seriously 
objected. This means, in plain English, that "thou 
shalt do unto your neighbor what he intends to do 
unto you-but do it first." 

In our present case the main difference rests in the 
fact that new elements are introduced hitherto not 
considered in our problems. These new elements are 
the sea and its shore as the field of action; war craft, 
which represent the effective and mobile artillery 
forces of the enemy; and transports, which carry the 
troops with the intention of landing th�m on the shore 
under the protection of the guns of their fleet. These 
last become the fighting forces as soon as they are 
landed. But until that moment they remain the most 
vulnerable part of the enemy. 

A landing operation in face of a defensive force is 
one of the most difficult problems war can present. 
For this very reason, whenever a landing is to be 
attempted this attempt must be under
taken in great secrecy. Should con
ditions not permit this, it will depend for 
its success on the ruses and feints em
ployed to hide the real purpose. 

Primarily, the defense of a coast line is 
the duty of the navy. So long as our 
own navy is afloat and able to cope with 
the enemy, the chance of a hostile land
ing is very small. Even if an enemy could 
establish itself on shore, its communica
tion would be in constant danger, its sup
plies could not be continuous, and sooner 
or later the land forces would be forced 
to surrender. Therefore, the navy must 
be accounted for before a successful land
ing can be made. 

Now let us consider the vast coast line 
of the United States and let us study 
the points which would be most likely to 
play a part in warding off an enemy 
landing. 

It is but natural that as soon as war is 
declared a coast-guard system will be 
established to serve as a precaution 
against surprise. The established coast 
defenses must see to it that commercially 
and strategically important harbors are 
well guarded by mine fields and, where 
necessary, by temporary field fortifica
tions. 

It is safe to presume that any opera
tion directed against the coast line will 
threaten some important point. A thrust 
against the heart is the first rule of 
strategy, but often the indirect road leads 
to the aim quicker. Therefore, while a 
demonstration against the most important 
point is to be expected, the real blow 
might fall at an altogether different point. 

Keeping this in mind, it is assumed 
that the line of observation along the 
coast will be continuous. With the aid 
of scout cruisers, naval patrols, aeroplanes and cap. 
tive balloons, this ought to be a trustworthy line of 
security against surprise. 

Besides this temporary arrangement, we must re
member the regular land forces of the Coast Defense. 
These are the 10caI' military forces assigned to impor
tant harbors and fortifications. 

The military preparations for the successful defense 
of the coast line of a country are the fortifications, 
the arrangements for rapid troop movements and the 
organization of forces to cover the entire coast line. 

The fortifications are either permanent establish
ments or field works erected for the defense of impor
tant points. 

For the transportation of the land forces all the 
available railways and other means by which the de
fensive troops can be quickly placed at the point of 
need must be utilized. 

The organization of forces at strategical points de
mands a sufficient army to cope with the situation. 

The main defense against harbor attacks is the Coast 
Artillery. These armaments are located in permanent 
fortifications where earth, concrete and steel works are 

used to protect the guns. The armament of the per
manent fortifications consists of the first class, inter
mediate and the second class guns. The last two 
classes are generally rapid fire guns. 

The first class armament includes the large caliber 
guns and the mortars. These are designed to attack 
armored vessels with their shot and shells and to dis
able, destroy or sink these vessels through the high 
explosives which such shells carry. The shot is in-

. tended for use against the main a�mor of a war vessel. 
Through its heavier construction it has greater pene
trating power, and it acts as a mine. Shot has no fuse, 
but explodes through the sudden force of impact 
against the armor plate. 

The intermediate class consists of guns from 4 
inch to 6 inch caliber. Their purpose is the pro
tection of the mine fields and the attack of unarmored 
boats. 

The secondary armament is the 3-inch gun, and on 
account of its mobility is of'the greatest importance. 

Besides the guns and ammunition necessary for 
efficient coast defense, the fire control, power and light 
equipments, the wireless and signal communications 
are of great importance. 

1 2 
Stale of Milee . 

Map of Nehaminy Bay and vicinity 

Gunnery in our days is a highly developed, scientific 
engineering feat, which demands the highest training 
in both men and officers. 

The groups of guns placed in certain fortifications 
or their parts are known as "batteries." Several bat
teries, seldom more than three or four, are placed in 
the control of one officer and are designated as "fire 
commands." 

We have here given an introduction to the new ele
ments of warfare. We can therefore work out a prob
lem of defense against an attempted landing by the 
enemy. 

General Situation 
, 

July IS, 19-

After an indecisive naval engagement in the north, 
the Red fleet withdrew toward its base. The Blue 
fleet, by scout cruisers and aeroplanes, has ascertained 
the fact that the badly damaged cruisers of the" Alex
ander" class have reached port and remained there, 
but that the first battle squadron of Admiral A, with 
the dreadnought "Achilles," having coaled and pro
visioned, steamed away toward the northwest, and 
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has been in wireless communication with a northern 
fleet, the strength of which was at that time un
known. 

The Blue fleet, consisting of the 4th squadron under 
Rear-Admiral RA, put in at the Sullivan Bay coaling 
station and, having placed the "Icharian" into dry
dock, received the news that the 2nd squadron, with 
two dreadnoughts, was moving south to establish com
munications . 

On the 16th of July, 19-, the Blue scout cruiser 
" Virgo" intercepted a wireless message from the Red 
fleet, which indicated that Admiral A's squadron sight
ed the northern Red fleet and that the fleets in a com
bined route are ahead toward Sullivan Bay. That same 
day an aerial scout of the Blues, flying at great alti
tude, sighted this combined fleet and returned with the 
report that the Red fleet was accompanied by trans
ports. 

That same day, at noon, the northern Blue squadron 
dropped anchor in Sullivan Bay. 

In the afternoon, through another aerial recon
naissance, from the 4th squadron's fast cruiser 

"Menelaus," the wireless report repeated the news 
above given. Whereupon Admiral XA, command

ing the entire Blue fleet, issued orders 
to steam against the oncoming Red 
fleet. 

At 7 P.M. the Blm: squadron sighted 
the Red fleet in battle line. A combat 
at long range followed. The Red fleet 
suddenly gave way, turned north, draw
ing the Blue fleet in its wake. 

The approaching night ended the long
range encounter and the Red fleet 
steamed out of sight of the Blues. 

Nehaminy Bay is located 92 miles south 
of the Sullivan Bay naval station, and is 
in direct connection with the Capitol, 
via the Hatfield and Alpine Railroad. 
Considering the importance of the chan
nel and the deep harbor of Hatfield at 
the outbreak of the war, two batteries 
were erected for its protection. 

In Pottstown a detachment, consisting 
of the 9th Infantry Brigade with two bat
teries of field artillery, one squadron of 
cavalry and one battalion of Engineers, 
has been concentrated for coast defense 
service. 

The mining of the channels has been 
ordered, but not yet carried out. 

One gunboat of the" Hawk" type, with 
two torpedo boats and a submarine of the 
second class, were detailed for service in 
Nehaminy Bay. 

On the 17th of July, 19-, the Red fleet 
was sighted 150 miles north of Sullivan 
Bay, and another naval battle ensued at 
10 :30 A. M. , in which swift cruisers only 
of the Red forces took part, drawing 
the Blue forces still farther north. 

At 11 :45 the Blue observation post at 
Thompson's Island reported the approach 
of a fleet, steaming east. 

At 12 :30 the fleet came into sight and 
its identity was established. The ap
proaching enemy fleet consisted of one 

battle cruiser, a torpedo boat flotilla and three large 
transports. 

From consideration of the course, it became evident 
to the observing station that the enemy fleet was 
headed toward Nehaminy Bay. The following tele
phonic report was sent to General G, commander at 
Pottstown: 

"An enemy fleet, consisting of one battle cruiser, a 
flotilla of 7 torpedo boats and 3 transports of 4,000 
tons each, steamed into sight at 12 :30 P.M. Their 
course indicates the intention of entering Nehaminy 
Bay." 

From these observations and reports it seems prob
able that the maneuvers of the Red fleet were de
signed to draw the Blue fleet away and thus give an 
opportunity for smaller scattered landing parties to 
gain a foothold on the Blue shore. 

General G at Pottstown, having received the report, 
according to prearranged plans, which were worked 
out for the defense 01 Nehaminy Bay, issues the fol
lowing orders: 

"Pottstown, July 17th, 1 P.M. , 19-
"A small enemy fleet with 3 transports is steaming 
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toward Thompson's Island, apparently with the inten
tion of entering Nehaminy Bay and landing forces on 
our shore. 

" To prevent this landing, the detachment will march 
immediately to a point one mile north of the railway 
bridge crossing lower Nehaminy River. 

" The cavalry, with one battery as advance guard, 
via temporary bridge alongside Hatfield Railroad, will 
occupy Sherwood Hill and patrol the shore north and 
south for 25 miles. 

" Fifth Regiment of Infantry will follow immediately 
and take position in readiness behind Sherwood Hill. 
Second Battery will march with this regiment. The 
6th Regiment will camp along railway and prepare 
for immediate embarkment. Engineer Battalion will 
entrain in first train for immediate departure. Fifth 
Regiment to supply fiank guards 2 miles north and 
south of Sherwood Hill. 

" Communication between the defensive shore line 
and headquarters will be established by the cavalry, 
and Colonel C will immediately put himself in com
munication with Coast Signal stations and the Fire 
Command at Sherwood Hill. 

" The ammunition and supply trains will follow the 
regiment on the Wyola road. 

" I shall remain with the advance guard. 
" ( Signed ) General G. 

" Commander of Pottstown Coast 
Guard Detachment." 

Naval Developments 

When the Blue observation station on Thompson's 
Island sighted the Red Navy and transports, the Red 
torpedo boats, in fan formation, slowly proceeded to
ward the northern entrance of the bay, followed by the 
cruiser and the transports. 

The Blue naval forces at that moment were in the 
following position: The gunboat " Eagle" was at 
anchor behind Thompson's Island; the torpedo boat 

" Sphinx" was 9 miles north of King's Lighthouse, 
steaming south; the sister boat, " Isis," 2 miles south, 
homeward bound. The F-2, a mile west of Thompson's 
Island, after a signal exchange with the observation 
station, submerged in a westerly direction. 

At 1 :25 P. M. the .. Isis" reached the cover of the 
island and dropped anchor 200 yards south, of the 

" Eagle." 
At 1 :35 the enemy cruiser fired a shell 

proaching .. Sphinx." The range was far 
too short, and the .. Sphinx," with decks 
cleared for action, keeping close to shore, 
sped full steam ahead. Five minutes 
later another shot fell closer. At 1 :45 
P . M. the range was fairly well estab
lished by the Red cruiser. The" Sphinx" 
slowed down and steamed slightly sea
ward. The next shells fell ahead. 

At 1 :55 the " Sphinx" took full speed 
and in five minutes turned the point at 
King's Lighthouse and, untouched, en
tered the bay. 

The next fire action on the enemy's 
part was at 2 :10; a shell dropped into 
the bay; but the Blue;) paid no attention, 
either from the shore or from the gunboat 
behind Thompson's Island. 

At 2 :40 the enemy torpedo boats on 
both ends of their line dashed forward, 
one headed for the northern, the other for 
the southern entrance of the bay. Five 
minutes later the .. Eagle" opened fire 
upon the nearest torpedo boat-the sec
ond shell was a hit and the southern Red 
torpedo boat was disabled. The " Eagle" 
then steamed slowly up and down behind 
the island, firing at intervals. When a 
second torpedo boat was hit the battle 
cruiser steamed forward and a random 
shot fell on the .. Eagle's" deck, causing 
serious damage. 

Utilizing the lull in the situation, the 
Red cruiser boldly dashed forward, and 
ten minutes later reached the entrance at 
King's Point. At almost the same time 
the first transport was torpedoed by thEl 
Blue submarine, but the effect of the ex
plosion was not immediately felt. With 
the intention of beaching the sinking 
boat, it was sent forward at full speed 
toward the shallow waters near the isl
and. Two torpedo boats stood by. 

The Red battle cruiser, instead of keep
ing its course toward Murphy's Point, 
turned close inshore, when the hidden 
Blue coast battery from Wyola Hill 
opened fire. 

at the ap-
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Guns That Protect Crops from the Ravages 
of Hailstorms 

W
HILE the guns of the European armies are thun
dering incessantly on many battlefields in their 

mission of killing men and destroying man's works, the 

Placing powder charges in the brass shells for the 
anti-hailstorm gun 

grape cultivators of France, in their turn, are using 
artillery to good advantage. But theirs is not destruc
tive artillery: they are using guns only to protect their 
vineyards against the destructive effects of hailstorms, 
which are not infrequent in the grape-growing districts. 

Anti-hailstorm guns cannot be said to be novelties 
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in the strictest sense of the word, for they date back 
to 1896 when an Austrian named Stieger, who had had 
an opportunity of witnessing the devastation caused by 
hailstorms each year in certain districts of his country, 
conceived the idea of firing a cannon shot at the clouds 
charged with hail, using an artillery piece of special 
design. Stieger learned that as a result of artillery fire, 
directed against the clouds, the threatened storm moved 
elsewhere before bursting, thus saving the crops 
in the immediate vicinity of the anti-hailstorm artillery. 

A short time later similar experiments were carried 
out in Italy, followed soon after by the introduction 
of this method of protecting grape vines and cereal 
crops in France. In the latter country the use of anti
hailstorm guns has been extended until to-day it is in 
general use, principally in the Bordeaux, Bourgogne, 
and Champagne regions. 

A representative type of the anti-hailstorm cannon is 
composed of four main members: First, a tripod which 
serves to support the cartridge mechanism; second, a 
breech-loading mechanism which receives the cartridge 
and explodes it by means of a striking or firing pin; 
third, a smokestack or funnel which is a continuation 
of the breech-loading member and serves as an outlet 
for the gases; and fourth, a sheet of iron measuring 
three to four meters (9 to 12 feet) long, surmounting 
the cannon and passing through the roof of the shed 
that serves as a shelter for the cannon and its op
erators. 

Following the discharge of the cannon, there escapes 
from the stack or funnel a whirling shaft of air which, 
according to a French authority, M. Vermoret, brings 
about certain changes in the atmosphere. The con
densation produced by the discharge modifies the un
stable electrical state of the hailstones that compose 
the clouds most feared by the agriculturists. Whatever 
may be the merit of these theories offered in explanation 
of the action of anti-hailstorm cannon, the fact re
mains that this odd artillery is serving its purpose well. 

The Preparation of Frozen and Dried Eggs 

T
HE frozen and dried egg industry, declares a new 
publication of the Department of Agriculture, is a 

permanent one because it meets a distinct economic 
need. Many eggs which could not stand long shipments 
may be preserved as wholesome food by freezing them 
out of the shell or by drying. In the beginning, how
ever, there was a natural popular prejudice against 

the business, which was increased by 
the ignorance and carelessness of some 
of the pioneers. It was under these 
conditions that the Department of Agri
culture undertook a study of the prob
lem in order to lay the groundwork for a 
scientific preparation of an extremely per
ishable product. Some of the results of 
this study have just been published in a 
professional paper, Bulletin No. 224, .. A 
Study of the Preparation of Frozen and 
Dried Eggs in the Producing Section." 

The eggs commonly used by reputable 
firms for breaking are small or undersized 
eggs and dirty, cracked, or shrunken eggs. 
To the trade these are known as "seconds." 
They are not to be confused with eggs that 
are unfit for human use, such as the classes 
known as black, white, mixed, and sour 
rots, green whites, eggs with stuck yolks, 
musty and moldy eggs, blood rings, etc. 
These should be rejected entirely or else 
used for tanning purposes only. Eggs with 
a bad odor should be rejected absolutely. 

Careful candling before the eggs go to 
the breaking room is one of the principal 
points upon the importance of which the 
new bulletin insists. Careful candling is 
not only necessary to prevent the use of 
unfit eggs, but it will also prevent the 
waste of a number of perfectly good eggs 
which might otherwise be rejected. In 
order to insure that the eggs are well 
candled, the bulletin recommends some 

system by which the work of the individual 
candler may be checked. Eggs that it is 
found difficult to grade should be set aside 
by the regular candlers for examination 
by an expert. Furthermore, the eggs 
should be graded again when out of the 
shell, for certain kinds of infection can 
only be detected when the eggs have been 
broken. When grading eggs out of the 
shell, only two grades should be recog
nized-food eggs and tanner's eggs. 

Owing to the small caliber of the coast 
battery, its guns were silenced in 30 min-
utes. 

A typical anti-hailstorm gun used to protect crops in France. It consists of a 
breech-loading mechanism, a tripod, and a large funnel which passes 

The production of frozen and dried eggs 
is primarily an industry for the egg-pro
ducIng sections. Many eggs that now 
rear:h the large consuming markets in a 
totally unfit condition could be saved and 
a large portion of the annual waste elim
inated if they were treated in time. (Concluded on page 564) out through the roof of the shelter 
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Your Country 
needs you 

Every able� bodied man of good moral char
arter, between the ages of eighteen and 
forty-five, should consider whether it is not 
worth while to take his vacation this sum

mer in four weeks at one of the seven Federal 
Military Training Camps. 

These camps are located at-
Plattsburg, New York-JWle, July, August, September 

FL Oglethorpe, Georgia-May, JWle, July 

Monterey, California-July 
Salt Lake City, Utah-August 
American Lake, Washington-August 
FL Benjamin Harrison, Ind.-July, August, September 
San Antonio, Teus-JWle 

There will also be a camp for boys between 
15 and 18 at Plum Island, L. I., New York, 
in July. 

The United States government furnishes 
equipment and army officers for drill and 
instruction. 

There will be many compensations in the 
form of a real vacation, in addition to the 
satisfying thought that you are doing your 

duty by your country. 

Write to the Headquarters nearest you for 
full information, descriptive booklet, and 
enrollment blanks. 

Military Training. Camps Association 
31 Nassau Street, New York City 

OR 

Officer in Charge, Military Training Campa 
AT 

Headqua.rters, Eastern Dept. Headqua.rters, Central Dept. 
Governors Island, New York Chicago, Ill. 

Headqua.rters, Southern Dept. Headqua.rters, Western Dept. 
San Antonio, Texas San Francisco, Cal. 

plaintiff's counsel educated the court at is given. Then, leading his men, Captain 
the very start, and thus prevented con- B orders: "Follow me," and the enemy 
fusion and saved time. position is rushed. 

There are probably 3,000,000 automo- Question 2. The enemy, driven from 
biles in service to-day in this country; and his position in the cemetery, can best be 
it is estimated that the factories will turn pursued by fire. Therefore a command 
out 1,200,000 cars for the season here of to this effect will be given. 
1917. Approximately, 60 per cent of ex- Question 3. Seeing the heavy reserves 
isting cars and 80 per cent of those build- moving to assault the trenches, General 
ing for the American trade are designed G realizes that the enemy will attempt to 
to carry demountable rims. A set consists pierce his lines near the �mall woods 
of five tire rims, four felly bands, and south of the railway bridge. He imme
associate parts; and the present market diately decides to open fire with his three 
value per set is in the neighborhood of guns, which have not yet been utilized 
$15. This contribution to motoring com- by the Reds nor discovered by the Blues. 
fort will, therefore, represent an annual Since the artillery observing station is 
business to the rim makers of anywhere also in the tower with him, he will sim
from $20,000,000 to $25,000, 000, allowing ply give his order to the artillery officer. 
for repairs and replacements. No wonder The latter will immediately send word by 
the inventor has fought for his patent and telephone to the commander of the guns, 
defended his title since it issued a little giving him the target, the range and the 
over three years ago. deflection. 

A Machine That Picks Cotton With
out Injuring the Plant 

(Concluded from page 551) 

of the machine and returned to the center 
passageway, ready to pluck the cotton 
bolls from a fresh plant. The design of the 
picker points makes it impossible for them 
to be twisted together, hence the most 
vulnerable member of most cotton-picking 
machines is in this case perhaps the 
strongest. 

The cotton-picking machine described 
has been developed and perfected during 
the past few years. Aside from the feat
ures already mentioned, it claims light 
weight-about 1,000 pounds. 

War Game-XI 
(Ooncluded from page 557) 

The stricken transport reached shallow 
water just in time to be saved from sink
ing. The troops immediately began to 
land on Thompson's Island. 

The Blue torpedo boats, firing at the 
landing Red troops, retired toward the 
river. The " Sphinx" was put out of 
action by a shell from the Red cruiser, 
and limped into Hatfield harbor. 

At 5 P.M., under cover of a heavy fire 
from all the enemy war craft, the two 
transports steamed into the bay and 
dropped anchor behind Murphy Point 
breakwater and immediately began to 
land, with the help of boats and lighters. 

At 6 P.M. two battalions of infantry, 
with machine guns, were established 
across the small peninsula. 

Questions 
Question 1. The action of the Blue de

tachment under General G was purposely 
left out of the above. Supposing that 
General G was, at 2 :40 �.M., at the Sher
wood Field Club Building, observing the 
naval situation, what disposition would 
he make? 

Question 2. There is another Blue 
coast battery hidden somewhere around 
the bay. Why did this battery of 3-inch 
rapid fire guns remain silent? 

Question 3. Assume that the position 
of this Blue coast battery is behind the 
small hill south of the railway bridge; 
when the transports put in to land troops 
what will the commander do, and will 
he open fire? Consider the Red battle 
cruiser, with its 12-inch guns, is at 3,500 
yards range. 

Question 4. Locate the position of the 
Blue forces at 5 P.M. 

Question 5. At what hour will the field 
batteries of the Blue forces open fire, and 
what will be their target? 

Question 6. At 6 :10 an explosion, 
.caused by a torpedo sent. from the Blue 
submarine, sinks the battle cruiser of the 
Reds. What will happen? 

Answers to Questions in War Game X 

Question 1. When Captain B, with his 
company in the firing line, has approached 
to within 200 yards of the cemetery, which 
is defended by a platoon of Red infantry, 
he has decided to make the assault. First 
of all, he looks to see if all of his men 
have their bayonets fixed. He will then 
signal to his supports, upon whose aid he 
counts to carry through the assault. 
These men come forward on the run. As 
they arrive the signal for " cease firing" 

Question 4. Considering that the Blue 
forces intend to penetrate the Red line 
near the small woods south of the railway 
bridge, the best place for the machine 
guns would be either to the right or to 
the left of the point where the assault is 
expected to be made. By a flanking fire 
the defenders of the trenches to be as
saulted can be held down to the last mo
ment. 

Question 5. "Goat Hill, 
"14 June, 19-, 9:00 P. M. 

" We will hold the present position. 
" Entrenchments will be constructed 

and position prepared along the Norris
ville-Pottstown Railway. 

"The commanding officer of the left 
flank company will send a squad of volun
teers to blow up the dam built by the 
enemy a t the bridge over Conestoga 
Creek. 

"Cavalry remains as detachment re
serve at the edge of Paoly Forest. 

"I will be with the reserve." 

War Game XII will deal with the 
strategical planning of a campaign and 
the working out of its tactical details. 

A Significant Automobile Record 
(Concluded from page 552) 

by the way, was made last year by the 
same driver, E. G. Baker, was 11 days, 7 
hours, 15 minutes; and the best record 
claimed to have been made by a relay 
team of four or five drivers is 10 days, 
15 hours. 

The route from Los Angeles was 
through Flagstaff, Ariz.; Albuquerque, 
N. M.; Trinidad, Colo.; Dodge City and 
Emporia, Kan.; Kansas City, Mo.; St. 
Louis, and thence to Indianapolis, Ind. , .  
through Columbus, Ohio, and via Wheel
ing to Pittsburgh, and then to Philadel
phia, and through Trenton to Jersey City. 

The car used in this test was a regular 
standard model, fully equipped with top, 
wind screen and guards, and all the 
other fittings that are found on the car 

. as it is delivered to the ordinary buyer. 
The crew consisted of but two men, E. 
G. Baker, the driver, who held the wheel 
the entire distance, and W. F. Sturm, a 
newspaper man, who is in no sense a 
mechanician; but the lack of expert tech
nical assistance was no handicap, for it 
is asserted that not even a spark plug 
was changed on the journey, and the 
only adjustment made was of the car
bureter while in the mountains of Ari
zona to compensate for the excessive ele
vation. The only repair considered nec
essary was the replacement of a front 
axle which had been slightly bent by 
colliding with the parapet of a bridge, 
but this was only as a matter of precau
tion, as several hundred miles were cov
ered with the bent axle before the change 
was made. 

Good weather was experienced most of 
the way, but through Missouri heavy 
mud was the rule, and in one case two 
hours were required to cover ten miles. 
In this region the engine was run con
tinuously on intermediate gear for 84 
miles, an excellent test for endurance 
and radiator efficiency. 

As already stated, the average speed 
was about 450 miles a day. The 'best 
day's run was 587 miles, and the highest 

'speed recorded was 68 miles an hour. 
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